As per the mandate initiated on July 1, 2020 by Governor Northam, as well as the Virginia General Assembly, the information encapsulated in this report pertains to traffic stops initiated by sworn officers of the George Mason University Police Department. Data shows information regarding traffic stops Oct. 1, 2023 – Oct. 31, 2023. The next data collection will cover the timeframe of Nov. 1, 2023 – Nov. 30, 2023.

There were a total of 124 traffic stops from Oct. 1, 2023 – Oct. 31, 2023.

Of the 124 traffic stops, the following chart depicts the race of drivers upon officers initiating a traffic stop and making contact.
Of the 124 traffic stops, the following chart depicts the ethnicity of drivers upon officers initiating a traffic stop and making contact.

![Total by Ethnicity](chart-ethnicity.png)

- Hispanic (10%)
- Not Hispanic (88%)
- Unknown (2%)

Of the 124 traffic stops, the following chart depicts the gender of drivers upon officers initiating a traffic stop and making contact.

![Total by Gender](chart-gender.png)

- Male (92, 74%)
- Female (32, 26%)
Of the 124 traffic stops, the following graph depicts the age of drivers upon officers initiating a traffic stop and making contact.

Of the 124 traffic stops, the following graph depicts violations cited.
This report is a summary and *does not* contain all required data. If you wish to view all required data compiled by the Virginia State Police, you may visit [https://data.virginia.gov/stories/s/Virginia-Community-Policing-Act-Data-Collection/rden-cz3h/](https://data.virginia.gov/stories/s/Virginia-Community-Policing-Act-Data-Collection/rden-cz3h/)

End of Report